Influenza Season Continues with an Increase in Influenza A(H3N2) Activity

CDC reminds clinicians to have a high suspicion for influenza and recommends rapid antiviral treatment of high-risk patients with suspected influenza.

***Missouri healthcare providers and public health practitioners: Please contact your local public health agency or the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services (DHSS) Bureau of Communicable Disease Control and Prevention at 573-751-6113 with questions regarding this Advisory. Information regarding influenza activity in Missouri can be found at: https://health.mo.gov/living/healthcondiseases/communicable/influenza/reports.php***

Summary

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is issuing this health advisory to notify clinicians that influenza activity remains high in the United States, with an increasing proportion of activity due to influenza A(H3N2) viruses, continued circulation of influenza A(H1N1) viruses, and low levels of influenza B viruses. Influenza should be considered as a possible diagnosis for patients with respiratory illness while local influenza activity remains elevated. Because influenza A(H3N2) viruses may be associated with severe disease in older adults, this health advisory serves as a reminder that early empiric treatment with influenza antiviral medications is recommended for hospitalized and high-risk patients, especially those 65 years and older. Antiviral treatment should be started as soon as possible after illness onset and should not wait for laboratory confirmation.

Background

In the United States, influenza activity remains elevated and widespread, and the season is likely to last several more weeks (see CDC FluView report for details: https://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly/index.htm). Earlier in the season, influenza A(H1N1) viruses were predominant in most of the country. Although A(H1N1) viruses continue to circulate and remain predominant for the season overall, during the three weeks ending March 16, influenza A(H3N2) viruses have been identified more frequently than A(H1N1) viruses in most of the country. In the past, A(H3N2) virus-predominant influenza seasons have been associated with more hospitalizations and deaths in people 65 years and older than A(H1N1) virus-predominant seasons. Influenza vaccine effectiveness is generally lower against influenza A(H3N2) viruses than against A(H1N1) or B viruses [1]. In addition, one genetic clade of A(H3N2) viruses, the 3C.3a clade, has recently become predominant among circulating A(H3N2) viruses and according to laboratory testing these viruses are antigenically distinct from the A(H3N2) virus included in this season’s vaccine.

CDC recommends antiviral medications for treatment of influenza, regardless of a patient’s influenza vaccination status. Antiviral treatment has been shown to have clinical and public health benefit in reducing illness and severe outcomes of influenza based on evidence from randomized controlled trials, meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials, and observational studies during past influenza seasons.
and during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic [2–9]. Influenza antiviral medications are most effective in treating influenza and reducing complications when treatment is started early (within 48 hours of illness onset). However, some studies suggest clinical benefit among hospitalized patients and young children with febrile illness even when treatment starts three to five days after illness onset [10–16].

Recommendations

1. **All Hospitalized, Severely Ill, and High-Risk Patients with Suspected or Confirmed Influenza Should Be Treated with Antivirals**
   Antiviral treatment is recommended as early as possible for any patient with suspected or confirmed influenza who:
   1) Is hospitalized—treatment is recommended for all hospitalized patients;
   2) Has severe, complicated, or progressive illness—this may include outpatients with severe or prolonged progressive symptoms or patients who develop complications such as pneumonia but who are not hospitalized;
   3) Is at high risk for influenza complications but not hospitalized—this includes
      a. Adults 65 years and older.
      b. Children younger than two years. Although all children younger than five years are considered at higher risk for complications from influenza, the highest risk is for those younger than two years.
      c. People with chronic pulmonary (including asthma), cardiovascular (except hypertension alone), renal, hepatic, hematological (including sickle cell disease), and metabolic disorders (including diabetes mellitus).
      d. People with neurologic and neurodevelopment conditions (including disorders of the brain, spinal cord, peripheral nerve, and muscle such as cerebral palsy, epilepsy [seizure disorders], stroke, intellectual disability, moderate to severe developmental delay, muscular dystrophy, or spinal cord injury).
      e. People with immunosuppression, including that caused by medications or by HIV infection.
      f. Women who are pregnant or postpartum (within two weeks after delivery).
      g. People younger than 19 years who are receiving long-term aspirin therapy.
      h. American Indians and Alaska Natives.
      i. People with extreme obesity (i.e., body-mass index is equal to or greater than 40).
      j. Residents of nursing homes and other chronic-care facilities.

2. **Antivirals in Non-High Risk Patients with Uncomplicated Influenza**
   Antiviral treatment can benefit other individuals with influenza. While current guidance focuses on antiviral treatment of those with severe illness or at high risk of complications, antiviral treatment may be prescribed for any previously healthy (non-high risk) outpatient with suspected or confirmed influenza who presents within two days after illness onset. Clinical judgment—considering the patient’s disease severity and progression, age, likelihood of influenza, and time since onset of symptoms—is important when making antiviral treatment decisions for outpatients who are not at increased risk for influenza complications.

3. **Choice of Antiviral Medication**
   Four influenza antiviral medications approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are recommended for use in the United States during the 2018-2019 influenza season. Three drugs are chemically related antiviral medications known as neuraminidase inhibitors that block the viral neuraminidase enzyme and have activity against both influenza A and B viruses: oral oseltamivir
phosphate (available as a generic version or under the trade name Tamiflu®), inhaled zanamivir (trade name Relenza®), and intravenous peramivir (trade name Rapivab®). The fourth drug is oral baloxavir marboxil (trade name Xofluza®), which is active against both influenza A and B viruses but has a different mechanism of action. Baloxavir is a cap-dependent endonuclease inhibitor that interferes with viral RNA transcription and blocks virus replication. Recommended ages for treatment and prevention with antiviral medications are summarized in the table below. Dosing and more detailed treatment considerations can be found in the Summary of Influenza Antiviral Treatment Recommendations for Clinicians (http://www.cdc.gov/flu/professionals/antivirals/summary-clinicians.htm).

### Antiviral Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antiviral</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Treatment (Recommended Age)</th>
<th>Chemoprophylaxis (Recommended Age)</th>
<th>Most Common Adverse Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oseltamivir</td>
<td>oral and enteric</td>
<td>any age</td>
<td>≥3 months</td>
<td>nausea, vomiting, headache*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanamivir</td>
<td>inhaled</td>
<td>≥7 years</td>
<td>≥5 years</td>
<td>bronchospasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peramivir</td>
<td>intravenous</td>
<td>≥2 years</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baloxavir</td>
<td>oral</td>
<td>≥12 years</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>none more common than placebo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Nausea and vomiting are generally transient and can be mitigated if oseltamivir is taken with food
n/a = not applicable

For outpatients with acute uncomplicated influenza, oral oseltamivir, inhaled zanamivir, intravenous peramivir, or oral baloxavir may be used for treatment.
The recommended treatment course for uncomplicated influenza is
- Two doses per day of oral oseltamivir for five days, or
- Two doses per day of inhaled zanamivir for five days, or
- One dose per day of intravenous peramivir for one day, or
- One dose per day of oral baloxavir for one day.

Oral or enterically-administered oseltamivir is the only recommended antiviral medication for treatment of hospitalized patients with suspected or confirmed influenza and patients with severe or complicated illness with suspected or confirmed influenza (e.g., pneumonia, exacerbation of underlying chronic medical condition) who are not hospitalized. There are insufficient data for inhaled zanamivir, intravenous peramivir, and oral baloxavir in patients with severe influenza disease.

**Oral oseltamivir is preferred for treatment of pregnant women.** Pregnant women are recommended to receive the same antiviral dosing as non-pregnant people. Baloxavir is not recommended for the treatment of pregnant women or breastfeeding mothers, as there are no available efficacy or safety data.

4. **Timing of Treatment and Implications for Patient Evaluation, Treatment, and Testing**
Clinical benefit is greatest when antiviral treatment is administered as early as possible after illness onset. Therefore, **antiviral treatment should be started as soon as possible after illness onset and should not be delayed**, even for a few hours to wait for the results of testing. Ideally, treatment should be initiated within 48 hours of symptom onset. However, antiviral treatment initiated later than 48 hours after illness onset can still be beneficial for some patients.

Because of the importance of early treatment, **decisions about starting antiviral treatment should not wait for laboratory confirmation of influenza**. Therefore, empiric antiviral treatment should be
initiated as soon as possible when there is known influenza activity in the community. A history of
current season influenza vaccination does not exclude a diagnosis of influenza in an ill child or adult.
High-risk patients should be advised to call their provider promptly if they have symptoms of influenza.
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The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) protects people’s health and safety by preventing and controlling diseases and injuries; enhances health decisions by providing credible information on critical health issues; and promotes healthy living through strong partnerships with local, national, and international organizations.

---

Categories of Health Alert Network messages:
- **Health Alert**: Requires immediate action or attention; highest level of importance
- **Health Advisory**: May not require immediate action; provides important information for a specific incident or situation
- **Health Update**: Unlikely to require immediate action; provides updated information regarding an incident or situation
- **HAN Info Service**: Does not require immediate action; provides general public health information

###This message was distributed to state and local health officers, state and local epidemiologists, state and local laboratory directors, public information officers, HAN coordinators, and clinician organizations###